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Introduction 

Becau~,> of the gradual decrease in disposable sources. the prohlem of 
eontinllOUS costs depending on output - in other words optimization of 
output is of special interest today in the socialist national economy. Se
quence, selectivity and reliahility play important roles in the course of optimi

zation. 
Therefore, research of their roles with appropriate means cannot be 

omitted in decision-making strategies. The increasing capital intensity of 
ensuring production output, thc limited financial resources at disposal. and 
last but not least, the stochastic regularities present in the ever-changing 
"xt<~rnal and domestic market needs give grounds for the experts relyin~ on 
('conomic planning methods that are suitable for the consideration of these 
circumstances, during the elaboration of the concepts of capital investment. 

In our present economic situation the improvement of the foreign trade 

halanee is of primary importance. This has either direct or indirect I'ffect 
upon thl' activity of our production enterprises. thus in uncertain market 
condition>" I'conomic planning should he built into the production price 
leYf~l. 

In our study such a substantiaL preliminary simple procedure of decesion
making is described, with the application of which the optimal ratios of connect
('.1 ,.hort-run capital investments can be better defined for production systems, 

than before in which reliability features describable with probability distri
bution with regard to meeting market demands are available. The problem 
of decision-making is the formation of such an optimal strategy that fixes 
the possihle maximum profit of the production system for a given period or, 
in our case, that fi.-xes the average growth-rate of the profit. The decision
making strategy to be presented is applicable not only in the planning opera
tion of production sYstems in the strictl'st seuse of the word, hut in every 
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other enterprise as well which is hased on ~ocialist ownership (e.g. prime 
export enterprises, economic ventures l ), in which firms holding joint intere~t 
can make decision8 under usually unstable market conditions. 

1. The formulation of simple decision=making in COllllecnon 'with 
the short=nm capital inYestment of "not entirely reliable" 

production systems 

A production system according to the market demand;; on a given 
merchandisc in a Ulllt of time (monthly, quarterly, yemly etc.) manufacture;; 
products. The manufaetll1'ed quantity of goods ha;; to he delivere(l to the 
"markct" by the cnd of the given unit of time. 

The production system will he regarded as a "not entiTelv reliable" 
seryice system from, the point of yiew of manufacturing the products hecau;;" 
of the limits of production capacity, disturbance of production, problems of 
8tockpiling etc. i.e. capable of meeting market (lemancls only up to a certaiu 
extf'nt. 

It is suppoi'ed that the stati~tical information characterizing the ability 
of the production system_ in meeting demands is available. 

With respect to thp performance of order, the behaviour of the market 

can be investigated in two ways. In the general case, when the behaviour 5how-n 
hy the market is "distinguished"; in this case aTS times the cost of production, 
as a function of the ordered r and the s goods actually delivered, i~ paid to 
the production ~ystem. It is assumed that ars is eitlwr less or greater than 1-
The interpretation of ars < 1 is that the production system. as a consequence 
of its inadequate performance, is "fined" hy the market, i.e. the production 
system has to pay a penalty for non-peTformance. 

In the special case when the hehaviour shown hy the market is "harsheT": 
in this hypothetical situation it is supposed that only a perfect satisfaction of 
market demands, i.e. a performance in accordance with specific demands and 
times of delivery, is considered to he acceptable hy the market (e.g. the manu
factUTcd goods cannot he used in the next period). So in this case, if the produc
tion system cannot meet the demands of a given period, it will lose the invest
ments for the manufacture of the goods. Accorrling to this. the behu-dour 
of the market is :3imilar to that of the "impatient customer", as it fills its 
unsatisfied needs from another production system. 

If the needs of the market are satisfied by the production system, i.e. 
if the delivery of the ordered T quantity is totally fulfilled. then a mm of ar 

1 The Inter-Invest Foreign Trade Development Deposit Company in Hungary is a good 
example of this. 
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times the inye~ted co~t of production is paid t () the production system. (In 
this case. (lr iF a number, dependent on th(' al11iJllut of 1'. that can ohyiously 
he considered to he ar /,,1). 

The follo\\-ing problem which is going to he called "simple decision
making", is in connection with the utilization of production capacity relating 
of gh-en market demands. 

In every unit of time a J'T ratio (that is dependahle only on the extent 
of the order) of the capital at disposal is inyestecl hy the production system 
in the manufacture of the quantity of goods ordered hy the market. With 
what sort of stratcgy does one haye to detcrmine this /.r ratio (of capital 
investment), assigned tn production and to the utilization of pl'ocluction 
capacity hy the production system, in such a WEey that the growth rate of its 
profit should he maximal? Thus in the fOl'mulation of optimal decision-making 
strategy it is taken for granted that the conyersion of p1'oduction capacities 
(manpower as well) into products can he realized in the diTection of the 
increasing efficiency of the socialist national cconomy. 

2. The determination of the ratio of optimal capital investment 
and the appropriate decision-making strategy 

In modelling the optimal 1'atio of the capital inYestment depcnding on 
the seTyice reliability of the production system and th" decisicm-making 
strategy determining it, which actually determinE' a multi-phase stochastic 
decision-making process, the following conditions were taken into consideration. 

2.1 It is supposed that the stocha5tic parameters characterizing the claim 
supply reliability of the production system, hased on statisticall'esearchcs and 
estimates hy experts, are ayaiIable. The ahove-mentioned parameters are 

conditional prohabilities, that provide the prohahility that the production 
system delivers a given s unit of goods, if an I unit is ordered by the market. 
In this case the values of a and T can vary fTom the 0 order of guods to the 
maximum order of n, when it is useful to give T and s in ~uch discreet values 
that are dependent on the characteristic features of the product. A n >< n 
stochastic matrix is deteTmined by these conditional pro}<abilitie~ where the 
general element of the matrix p (s 11') is the prohability of the situation, when 
an T quantity of goods is ordered by the market and an s quantity is de;ivne,l 

by the production system. 
2.2 In the course of the first decisio~ .making in connection with the 

utilization of production capacity, the i'-"ltial capital at the disposal of the 

production system is Vo' 
2.3 A sum of ars > 0 times tile invested cost is paid to the production 

:oystem by the market, as a function of the ordered r and the deliveTecl s unit 
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of goods. According to the lwrformanc\, of tllt' production system, it is eitht'J 
"recompcnsated" or "punished" ])y the markcL so in compliance with this (l,.s 

is either smaller or larger than 1. 
For the sake of simplicity it is supposed that (lrs "'~ 1, but it should he 

mentioned that with a slight modification the calculations can he ext(~ncled 
even to this case. 

2.4 The survey of the behaviour of the "market- and production system" 
scheme, namely the process of a stochastic type of decision-making is going 
to he investigated during discreet timfC units (multiphase decision-making 
process). 

2.5 It is supposed that in each time unit any r amount of goods can lw 
ordered "with independent positive probahility hy the market, that is Pr > 0, 
where the meaning of Pr is the probahility that an r amount is ordered. 

2.6 It is assumed that only the (1-8)th ofthe whole capital can he invested 
into the production hy the production system. In this case 8 is any small 
positive numher, representing the amount of the risk "hasis". 

2.7 The ratio of the accumulated capital to he invested by the produc
tion system in the manufacture of the ordered goods is made to he depfCndent 
only on the r value of the order. 

We would like to determine the optimal ratio of the capital to he invested 
and the decision-making strategy in such a way that the average growth-rate 
of thl' profit should be maximal. Thus. hecause of the exponential nature of the 
growth of the profit. tlw fonowing logarithmic function of rate 

G = lim ~100' 
N-~ N "V o 

(1) 

is considered to he the function of our goal, where N is the number of decision
making periods, while V"" is the whole capital of the production system 
In the Nth decision-making period. 

In practical (short-term) cases instead of the former theoretical function 
of goal the following maximization of capital growth-rate is given 

1 1 V"" 
1'\ og -Vo . (l/a) 

It can be shown that th~ function of goal modelled this way is equivalent 
to the maximization of the expe\:+ed value of the short-term profit [5]. 

If the above conditions anti the "distinguished" market behaviour 
(general case) apply. the following Cab,., be stated: 
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Thesis 1. 

The optimal ratio of the capital short-run invested in the production of 
goods and the appropriate optimal decision strategy are determined hy the 
following: 

11 

0, if.:2 p(slr) . ars < 1 

I'r = . 1 - c, if 

5=1 

11 

Y P (sir) . ars > 1 
s~ 

:5: Prs . (ars -1) > O. 
s~ 1 -'- (1 c) (ars - 1) 

and (2) 

In cases different from the above the optimal value of I'r is determined 
In- the non-negative roots of the equation: 

= o. 

Proof: 

From '\'hat we have assumed it follows by simple consideration that the 
aggregate capital of the production system after the Nth order can be deter
mined from the following: 

Vs = 11 (1 (.3) 
r, s 

Here nrs stands for the co-occurrence of order, r, and delivery, s, under the time 
unit, N (i.e. the decision period). Let us write the goal function as 

G = lim ~ log ~N = lim .:2 nr: log (1 - I'r 
N-~ N V 0 N-co r,s N 

(4) 

As 1· nrs nr l' n rs ( I ) 
lm - -. = lID -. = P sr' Pr = Prs' 
N-~ nr!.\ .Y-= 1\ 

because 

p(slr) 

Tlr 

c.V - Pr 
if N_oo 

the goal function can he written 

G = .:2 Prs log (1 -}.r + I·r • ars) (5) 

r,s 

where Prs means the bivariate probability distribution (of co-occurrence .f 

order, T, and delivery. s). 
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Through the rt'~\llt~ obtained in (5) for the goal [unction. the decision 
prohl"m de~crihed in point 2. iE reduced to ~oh'ing (6) which i~ a simplp 
convex programming problem: 

1- c (6) 

max G. 

Let m apply the Kuhn-Tucker saddle point theorem to this problem 
m the form of an equation system, Then the minimum requirement which 
satisfies, namely that a IT is optimal in the decision problem in point 2. Il1.Ust 
he equiyalent with ?r as the solution to the foIlo'wing svstem of equation: 

where 

yariables, 

r r 

'UT 

I'
T 

- br -- 1 I C 

I' r • xr 

?r . Y r 

:t'r = 0 

o 
o 

=0 

=0 

(7.1 ) 

(7.2 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

After eliminating these variables, the following equation containing one 
-,mkno'wn for 1 .• _ is arrived at throu gh simple ealculation: 

where 

As a solution. 

a) 

b) 

c) 

(1 

onc of the 

8 - IT) . ?r . (~ Ars 

A.,s = 
1 

ars -1 

following applies: 

J'r = 1- c 

)'r = 0 

=0 (8) 

IL anyone of the above equations only those valucs for )'r can be considered 
whE:'~ the eondition5 of (7.6) were satisfied by the variables Vr' x

r
' Yr' 
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Let us look at pach ca8!~ In turn: 

a) For iT 1 E 

111<' f(,l1owing solution Systl'Hl IS ohtaillf'rl : 

n !I 

::>' --~~-- :> o. 
s=;.} 

v • r ::>' >0. 
5=1 A,.s"':'" 1-8 

From this it can hp scpn that the I., 1- p solution i" optimal if. and only if 

n 
"'S' ----"-'-''---

-"==' 
$=I 

condition is fulfilled. 

h) For i' r = 0, 

then ",. = O. Yr = 0 

Or = 1 - C' :;., 0, Xr = -

PI 

As onl\' thiE last inequality means a rp8t1'iction. let us examine it fllTther. As 

n li 

;Eprs(a,.s-l) = "'5Prs 
5=1 ~=I 

so 
11 

Pr :..c. 2 Prs . ([rs (10) 
s=1 

lE the sufficient condition fOT the optimality of I'r = o. 
c) For the case of 

~ Prs = 0 
"';;;'.1 • 
s=1 _drs J'r 

the optim urn value of J. r is given by the non-negative roots of this equation. 
Then also 

Vr = 0, Yr = 0, Xr = 0 
and 

o. 
So the optimum value of i'r is given hy the positive roots of 

11 Prs( ars 1) 
5,' =0. :t 1 + }Aars -1) 

(11) 

These roots also meet the inequality 

}'r <1-s. (12) 
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Considering the results of cases a) and b), the condition for all of this i" the 
fulfillment of the two inequalities in the abo,-e thesis. 

If we look at the goal function (IJa), which expresses the short-term practi
cal case, then with the a priori information nrs and nr (which can be taken as 
accurate estimations the probability of the fulfillment, s, in the cast' of order 
quantity. r). the reliable characteristics of the production is 

p(s/r) 

Pr = "",' ,,_ 
/, n --'- 1"; 

..:=;::::J' r , 

nr 

can he described by the a posteriori subjective probabilities l obtained through 
the Bayes (deductiYe) method [5]. If the a priori information on the reliability 
of production. is not at our disposal we must take the following empirical 
probabilitie;;: (relative frequences): 

( ) 
nrs p sir =-, 
nr 

In the following we shall use the term "probability" without indicating whether 
it is subjective or objective. 

We are now going to deal with the problems of capital investment in 
a Production System and Market modeL 'which can be considered ideally 
typical and derived from a general model. It also serves to illustrate prac
tical cases. 

Here the specific behaviour of the market can be derived simply from 
the general case through the following: 

{ 
0, if 

a rs = 
ac• if 

r ~c S 
(13 ) 

r = s. 

Thesis 2. 

The optimum ratio of the short-run capital investment (in the production 
system). and the adequate decision strategy can be defined by the following 

equations: 

I The ratio of:E nr and N reflects the importance of the a priori and observed informa
s 

tion relative to each other. 
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if arP(rjr) 1 ~ (1- c) , (ar -1) 

if ar p(r/r) ;,;; 1 

if ([rp(r/r) > 1 and 

([rp(r/r) -1 < (1 c)' (ar-I). 
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(14) 

The maXimum average growth rate can be calculated by using the 

following equations: 

n 
Gmax = Y (n -1) loge log(ar -'-- .0 - ar c), if I'r = 1- .0 

r=! 

Gmax = 0, if J'r = 0, 

condition a) 

condition b) 

G - ~ 1 2 ar [I-Pr(r/r)] . ~ (/')1 2p(r/r) (ar-l) l'f' 
max - ...;;;"Pr-og - --,- ...;;;"PrP r 1 og , 

r=1 ar -1 r=! 1 - p(r/r) 

(],rP(r/r) -I 
J'r = condition c). 

ar 1 

Remark 

(15\ 

If ars = ar for r = sand ars = br for r s(O < br < 1) then the optimal 
ratio of short-run capital investment is 0 < I'r < 1 e): 

where q(r/r) + p(r/r) = l. 

For the sake of simplicity of economical interpretation we discuss the 
case br = O. 

Proof 

Let us examine the formula described in Thesis l. when (13) is valid. 

a) if J'r = 1- .0 

0< i I Priars-I) 
s=! I T (1 c) (ars-l) 

- i Prs 
s=! I-I + c 
s;ftr 

Prr(ar-l) _Prh 
I--L(I-e)(ar -I) c 
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'with thl' error probability 

Considering the ca~e Prfl 

n 

Pr" .::2 Prs' 
8=1 
$=1 

U, then 

Prr Prr 

Pr;, Pr- Prr I-p (rJr) 
and 

1 < -----''-'--'---'~----
1 ~ (1-8)(a r -1) 

By reduction we arrive at the inequality in the thesis. 

ClrP(rJr) 1 :> (1 - 8) . (ar 

Thl' relatiomhip where I., o can be changed into 

that is 

P '" r /' 

p(rJr) . ar < 1. 

1). (l4a) 

(Hb) 

When the (Hb) condition is fulfilled, /.r = 0 is optimal. The following equation 

is to be solved: 

11 Prs(ars -1) 
0= .::2 

s=1 1 -L I.r(a rs -1) 1 

1 + JAar 1) 1 )., 

Expressing I.r , we have 

J'r = 
Prr + Pr;' - Prr . ar 

Prr Prh - ar(Prr + Prh) 

The determinative inequality is 

11 

~ 
I-IT 

s~1 

= ar p(rJr) -1 
ar -l 

1- 8 > J'r = arP(rJil-2 
ar -1 

from which the condition in the thesis can be derived by reduction, if 

(16) 

(Hc) 

For Gmax optimal values can be simply derived through substitution of the J., 
values into the expression given. 
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3. Economic interpretation of results from the decision model 

In this section the economic interpretation of the optimal investment 
ratios will be described, along the determining decision strategies. 

The importance of the connections under examination lieE in the fact 
that they make clear how market price conditiom and the reliability of the 
production system affect optimal Ehort-run investment~ (for instance produc
tion enlargement",) in thc socialist economy. 
General case: 

Let us adjust the connection;; in (2:) to the economic interpretation of 
the formula for the general case. 

11 

p(sjr) (f_., 1 <0 

Tl 

>' p( s/r) ---'-"---
s-=r I-c-I)ars-I) 

n 1 
p(sjr) ------

I - IAaTs-l) 
(18) 

The int prpT!' t ation i~ as folIo-ws. The numerator on the left is the' increase III 
the amount of capital after maximum capital investment and the denominator 
is the real innease in capitaL derived hy taking into account the restriction of 
invcstment. Thc llUl1H'rator on the Tight is the original capitaL and the de
nominator is the incrt'ase in capital after taking the restriction into account. 

Th(~ optimum ratin can he determined hy the equation of the expected 
Yalu(>:- of the two quotients. where the order is 1". 

In othn WOrth:. th", ratio of capital to hc inyested into production i" 
optimal if. aml only jf the equation (17) i5 valid for the ratio of the capital 
inYestl'tl. :::\amely. the conditional mean of the proportion of profit ratio for 
the full {theoretical) capital investment and the profit ratio for the actual 
(real) capital invc,;tmcnt i,:; (~qual to the conditional mean of the proportion 
of profit ratio for zero "capital inyestmcnt" and the profit ratio for the actual 

(real) capital illYCstment (capital's "increase" in the case of zero "investment"). 
On the basis of this the mo~t important interpretation is the following (for 

the case 0 < I'r < I - c) : 
The choice of ratio i'r is optimal if and onl.v if the average ratio of loss origi

nating from total capital investment, e.g. I'T = I is equal to the average ratio 
of loss originating from zero capital investment, e.g. 17 = o. 

~mL the relatiom:hip in (17) has to be described. It can be easily seen 

that this expresses the conditional mean of the profit quotient gained from 
a maximum order 'with an order r. If this is less than O. viz. no profit can he 
expected. then the decision strategy says that it is not worth investing. (Of 
course, situations can arise where investment if' needed in spite of this.) 
If the conditional mean of profit is greater than 0, that is profit is expected, 
then the optimal proportion is given by one of the two cases ahoyf'. 
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Special case: 

Economic interpret ation of the connections between the decision strategy 
and the optimum ratio of capital invested in a special case is, in fact, quite 
"imple. These can be understood heuristically. 

Or ! 

1 
Y 

1 
k p( r/r ) 

Fig. 

According to decision strategy. it is not '\,,"orth inn~sting in production 
if the conditional mean of profit ratio i~ less than or equal to 0, namely, no 
profit is expected. If profit is expected (this value is grater than 0) but if, 
hecause of invcstment restriction, the maximum profit achievable is smaller 
than the profit "\vith full capital investment, the optimum to bc invested in 
production is the ratio of the expected value of the real profit and tllf'; maximum 

achievable profit, when there is full capital investment. 
If the above decision condition is fulfilled contrary-wise, then it is worth 

investing all available capital into production. (This can be interpreted as 
the above condition is met only in the case of high production reliability.) 

If the values for rand s are fi.xed when examining the decision strategy, 
then this same 8trategy determines the decision field, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
(To make the demonstration more flexible, the restriction is included.) 

In this case the optimal ratio of short-run capital investment (utilization 
of capacity) helonging to the given system reliability can he readily defined 
graphically with the help of these decision fields. 

If ar is given, depending on r order, then there will be three variahles: 
;;;0 it can he illustrated hy a decision just as has heen done with the decision 
field. 
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If the yalue of ar is fixed and is known for the production system. the 
choice of the optimal ratio of capital inYestment is illustrated by Fig. 2. 
Thf' degree of reliability of the system must he taken into account. 

Economic interpretation of the results obtained through these functions 
cannot he given by using the same metho(h as when the conditions and ratios 
for optimum capital inyestment were interpreted. To examine these connfCC
tions. intprprf'tation of the equations will he carried out in a manner differing 
from the preyious methods in using the information theory. To do so. we n{>,~d 
to construet a proce8s of information thf'ory adequate to the above dfCcision 
process. 

Or 
p{r/r) 

Fig. 2 

4; Information theory interpretation of cost-oriented stochastic 
decision process in the simple Market and Production System model 

With an infonnatioll theory examination of the decision process, first we 
haye to makp dear the relationship betwefCn the flow of information and the 
f1nw of material on the one side, and the cost effect on the other. 

We make the stochastic matrix containing conditional probabilities 
characteristic of the production system equal to the matrix in the information 
I I .. h .t!J 1 f' h ·th f h . t 1eo1'Y usage. n our examInatIOn, t e] e ement 0 t e row lot c nOIse 

matrix characteristic of the reliability of the production system is thc condi
tional probability that the production system delh-ered goods of quantity j 
if the order was i. 

According to this. in our modeL the reliability of the production system 
j~ equiyalent to a noisy channel without memory. 

When the market demands are considered and the input signal x is the 
quantity of goods ordered by the market, and the output signal y is the in
formation on the quantity of goods deliyered by the production system. Thus 
by the information theory the reliability of the production system can he 
characterized by using the concept of channel (Fig. 3). 
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t-1arket 

os "sender" ~ 

x 
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Production 
system 

os "channel" 

p ( sIr) 

Fig. 3 

Market 

Ps os ,receiver' 
---'!> 

y 

It can he easily ~een, that from the noisy matrix conditional prohahiIitie;; 
of satisfied order with quantity r can he obtained 

P(y = rjx = r) (19) 

and of unsatisfied ordCT ·with quantity L 

T-1 
P(y ~c= rjx =; r) = P()' = kj x = r), (~O) 

<,.g. P rH is a conditional probability for the ease when the production SystPlll 
does not totally satisfy the order of market with the quantity r of good:,. 

The pl'ohahility that the production sptcm does not meet the demand,: 
of the market in a giyen time period can he defined with the help of (:W) 
through the theorem of total probability. 

11 

:E PrPrH • (~1 ) 
r=1 

where PH is the p1'ohability that the production system doe;; not fully lIwd 

the demands of the market. 
Let us examine the enor probabilities. hoth conditionally and fully 

transferred, when applied to the examination of information transfer through 
noise channels. The conditional error probability means the probability. if 
the transfer (decoding) is in error when the /h information is hrought forward: 

11 

:E P(y = kjx = r). 
k=1 
r:j=J: 

(22) 

If the probability of the occurrencc of the rtl1 information is Pr' then the 
error prohahility of the decoding is 

11 n 

~ Pr.:2 P(y = hlx = r). (23) 
r=1 k=1 

r=p1-: 

The formal equality of (20), (21), (22) and (23) is evident. 

Considering all thi:::, the following can be stated: in case where the 
strategy condition (l4c) is fulfilled, the maximum average increase growth 
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rate of profit (total capital) can he obtained through 

(~4) 

where 
n 11 

H(ar . P"PrH) = :E Pr log ar - :E PrPrH log (ar -1) (25) 
r=1 r=1 

and H( 1]/ x) stands for the uncertainty of the system regarding the meeting 
of demand - expressed in conditional entropy - when the market order is 
known. 

and 

The 1] random variable can be defined as 

n 

{
l.ifX=Y 

r) = 0·. 
if x c---'-- Y. 

(26) 

H(1]/x) = :E Pr[(I Prll) log (1 PrH) T prH logPrH]. (27) 
r=! 

If the optimal values for I'r of (14) are suhstituted into (14.c), the maxi
mum yalue of the goal function will he: 

n n n 

Gmax = ~ Pr log ar -"- ~ Pr logPrH - ~ Pr log (ar 1) 
r=! r=1 r=! 

n n 

--'- .::E Pr p(rlr) . logp(r/r) - ~ Pr(I- PrH) . log (1 - p(rjr» --:-
r=! r=1 

11 

~Prp(rjr) . log (ar-I). 
r=! 

By reduction and simple calculation we arrive at: 

n 
~Pr[log a log(ar-I) + (I-p(r/r)r) log (ar-I)] 
r=! 

11 

-;-- ~Pr[(I-PrH)log(I-PrH) PrHlogPrH]' 
r=1 

By using the definition of conditional entropy characteristic of the reliability 
of meeting the demands and hy reduction the following equation is obtained: 

n .:z Pr [log ar - PrH log (ar -1)] - H(1]jx) = H(aT' Pro PrH) - H(1]/x). 
r=! 

If (Ir is independent of the quantity ordered, that is aT = a independent of r, (24) 
is modified into: 

(28) 
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H(a. FIl) = log (/ [iN log (a 1) 

In the ~pecial cai'e where a equab 2. or in other word~. th,' market pays 

double of the amount for effective meeting of demand (the system operate~ 
on the basis of "double or quits"). the foUo'wing can ]w arrived at fTolll the 
previous function: 

Gmax = 1 H(rJ/x). (29) 

We have been able to construct a model from measurements taken fTom 

infonnation theory. 'iiz, conditional entropy and enor probability of decod
ing. It is interesting in the proved connections that we have constructed a lllodel 

f(}r the maximum average growth rate of capital in the production s:'stem. 
It can he :"een that th(, reliability of the "service" system - as measured hy 

,>ntropy - present:" itself as a cost factor: more precisely, the aveTage growth 

rate of profit is characterized unambigously by :,ystcm reliability as measured 

hy conditional entropy. 
If the order is of determining value T. we can obtain one of the equations 

III KeUy's :,implificd model, that is 

PrH log Pr = C (30) 

·where the above expression is equal to the capacity C of a hinary symmetrical 

noise channel. (Though the general relationships given hy Kelly are very 

interesting, they cannot he uscd in our "tudy because they refer to the stochastic 
typf> IDulti-phasP(l dpcision procpss of specific gam!' theory.) 

Outline 

\Vith the knowledge of the statistical characteristics that show uncertain

ty in the productioll of pru:ticular products, the model descrihed in our paper 
can be applied further to other products. Here the optimal task is to assign 

capital at hand into the production of these particular products. Taking into 

consideTation the statistical characteristics of reliability, this assignment is 
done in such a way that the average rate of profit should be maximal. 

This problem leads to a more complicatpd prohlpm in mathematics, the 

solution of ·which requires further research. 

* Kelly's original problem is as follows: a gambler bets on the result of a game of chance 
for which he has already been given information. The probability that the information is 
true is p, and that it is false is I-p. 

H the gambler's original capital is Vo' his task is to maximize the average growth rate 
of profit \\ith the best possible ratio of his capital. As he is not sure that the information given 
is completely reliable, at each bet he lays only a certain ratio of his capital. Then it can be 
proved that the optimum ratio of capital for the investment is 2p-l and the maximum average 
growth rate of the capital will be C by formula (30). 
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Bellman .. Kalaha and, later. YIurphy haVf' applied the theory of dynamic 
programming to the Kelly model. and they han' outlined the possibility of 
creating a model for decision procesi'ing with adaptive algorithms. These 
procedurps can be applied to the field that Ke have examined. 

Thus, the decision prohlem operated on hy stochastic learning algorithms 
"eems to he a promising development of the simple model given. An example 
would he the effect of the exertion of the increase in profit, in unknown market 
circumstances. in the case of increasing the reliahility of the production 
system. 

Summary 

The paper deals -,dth the creation of a simple stocnastic model for short-run capital 
ino;;cstment decisions of socialist enterprises. The connection between delivery's reliability 
and profit as wen as the optimal capital growth process of socialist enterprises are investigated. 
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